Public Education Video & Media for Loan from the Academy Library

We’ve got lots of great videos for your use! These materials are part of the Academy Library in Montour Falls. Requests are accepted by phone, fax or e-mail from within NY State. The lending period is 30 days, and you may borrow 5 at a time. If you finish with items sooner please return them early so they may be put back into circulation. Before returning videos, please check to make sure all parts (case, disks, guides, etc.) are enclosed.

We pay for shipment to you; you pay for the return. When shipping materials back, please use UPS or FedEx. If using US Mail, always register or insure regardless of what rate is used – postal packages are often lost or damaged. Borrowers are responsible for the safe & timely return of loans.

These are only some of our fire safety education AV materials. If you can use VHS format video, we have hundreds more from outstanding publishers such as NFPA, Syndistar, etc. We also have a wide selection of media to support first responder training! Check our online catalog for new items, books, articles, videomagazine segments, and links to online media. Use the link to our searchable online catalog from the OFPC website, or paste this into your “favorites”: http://afs.mlasolutions.com/oasis/catalog/?installation=AFS
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Copying is prohibited unless stated otherwise on this list
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*Ordering from our online catalog is especially easy if you want materials for children.

Click on VISUAL SEARCH, then to choose from VHS, DVD or even online videos!
General Safety & Prevention Topics  (See also categories that follow)

Notes: Accompanied by 22-page presenter's guide.  Suitable for families and children
Abstract: "Bring vital lessons to life with this original approach to fire prevention and protection! With important information for the whole family, this engaging new video explores fire safety basics from a fresh perspective, using live-action sequences and graphics to illustrate fire safety concepts in a way viewers can really relate to. Your audience will see firsthand how the various life-saving behaviors are applied as they learn to prevent fires and respond quickly if fire strikes, including: Fire prevention - eliminate hazards involving cigarettes, electricity, and space heaters; Family fire safety - create and practice an escape plan, keep matches and lighters away from children, and cook safely; Home fire safety - install smoke alarms and automatic sprinklers; Personal fire safety - crawl low under smoke and stop, drop, and roll."

Fire safety.  [DVD]  Capstone Technology/Convergence; 2008; 23 Minutes (14 min. video + 9 min. test); "Be prepared to keep yourself and your team safe in the event of a fire. This computer-based training module covers the nature of fire, preventative and protective measures, fire sprinklers, smoke detectors, alarms, extinguishers, evacuation, and the stop-drop and roll technique. Fire classifications and basic fire extinguisher use is also discussed."  Designed to meet OSHA training objectives under CFR 29 1910 subpart L

No time to spare.  [DVD]  Ontario, Canada.  Office of the Fire Marshal; 2009; 10:23; The fatal fire referred to occurred at a Canadian military base.  Built-up layers of interior paint is suspected to have contributed to extremely rapid fire spread, with flashover occurring in three minutes.  A five-year-old boy was killed in the fire.  "The No Time to Spare DVD is a resource to help fire departments raise awareness of these critical life safety issues in their communities. It includes footage of a fatal fire re-creation to emphasize how little time people have to escape a home fire and the importance of fire prevention, detection and escape. Since its initial release, No Time to Spare has become one of the OFM’s most popular educational resources.  No Time to Spare has recently been updated and includes: a new narrator; new video footage and graphics to further explain and enhance fire safety messages; current requirements for smoke alarms in dwelling units; high definition video to enhance the quality of the DVD; and information about residential sprinklers.  The DVD contains three different versions from which fire and life safety educators can choose, depending on their needs and circumstances: a version that includes the fatal fire re-creation only; a version that includes an introduction, commentary and the fatal fire recreation; and a version that includes the fatal fire re-creation and information about what people need to do to ensure their home is safe from fire (fire prevention, detection and escape).  No Time to Spare also includes this guide and a lesson plan to provide educators with suggestions on how best to use the DVD when conducting fire safety presentations to the public."

To Hell and back: community awareness + juvenile firesetters.  [DVD]  VideoIndiana, Inc.; People's Burn Foundation; 2008.  Contains graphic footage of burn injuries; preview before showing to an audience.  May only be viewed with the presence/guidance of a juvenile firesetter interventionist or fire service representative.  Compilation of 3 programs.  DVD includes: "Community Awareness" (3:43, designed to teach high school and adult audiences about the reality of severe burn injuries); "Juvenile Firesetters" (3:21, for juvenile firesetters age 7-9 accompanied by parent/caregiver or age 10 without, designed to teach Juvenile Firesetters about the reality of severe burn injuries); "Prevention Tips" (2:09).  Supplemental teaching materials available to registered users at http://www.peoplesburnfoundation.org/tohellandback


Operation Lifesaver videos.  [DVD]  Elite Promotions; Operation Lifesaver, Inc.; n.d.; Compilation of 16 videos on railroad safety for both first responders and the public.  Includes: "It's Your Choice" (for the adult driver); "It's Your Call" (for members of the judiciary); "Sly Fox & Birdie" (for kindergarten through 4th grade); "You Can Make A Difference Too" (for volunteer recruitment); "Safety First" (for emergency responders); "Tracks Are For Trains" (for 4th through 6th grades); "Your License or Your Life" (for professional drivers); "Decide Smart Arrive Safe" (for school bus drivers); "Final Answer" (geared towards Drivers Ed and general public);
"The Bus Stops Here" (railroad crossing safety for motor coach & transit bus drivers); "Sleddin' the Right Track," (for snowmobile operators); "Roll Call" (for law enforcement); "Are You In Control" (for middle school audiences); "Look To Live" (for driver's ed students).

Abstract: Includes: cooking safely checklist; cooking fire facts and figures; low literacy messages (English and Spanish); PSA for PC and Mac; statistical reports; talking points; and various templates for news releases and other media messages

Notes: Accompanied by presenter's guide. Suitable for families and grades 5 and up
Abstract: "The video's striking combination of live action and graphics brings fire prevention concepts to life like never before! For example, a little space heater expands to become a big danger when someone moves it too close to an upholstered chair. Show this unique video at your community outreach programs and provide lessons on a wide range of fire prevention and response topics, including: Kitchen and cooking safety; space heaters, fireplaces, and furnaces; electrical outlets, extension cords, and light bulbs; flammable liquids; smoking safety; candles; smoke alarms; escape plans."

To Hell and back: community awareness... [DVD]. Videoindustr, Inc.; People's Burn Fndn.; 2007. With brochure.
Notes: Contains graphic footage of burn injuries; preview before showing to an audience
"...A community prevention program for firefighters to use with adults, high school students and juvenile firesetter audiences..."

Notes: Developed in partnership with ProLiteracy America and OSU Fire Protection Publications
Abstract: Includes leader's guide, DVD (with video for educators, and for students 2 slide shows and 2 timed NIST fire test videos) and minimum of 10 copies each of easy-to-read printed materials on fire safety and disaster preparedness (newsletters, checklists, booklets, storyboards). Designed for adults - not suitable for younger audiences.

Fire safety in the home [DVD]. PennWell; 2004. approx. 7 min.
Abstract: Includes tips on using extinguishers, teaching children to call 9-1-1, home fire drills, etc.

Abstract: "...Leads the user through various rooms or areas of the home. Hazards and possible corrective safety steps are identified. Upon completion of the program or if the user exits prior to going through the complete program, a personalized "action list" of safety steps may be printed out. Also available is a printed personal property inventory form which the user can utilize to document household items before a fire or other loss occurs."

Public assembly fire safety [DVD]. Idea Bank ; 1996. 15 min.
Abstract: This video presents a team approach to ease the evacuation of a large number of people in a fire. The video stresses the positive impact of employer/employee leadership among customers in order to prevent panic. It also emphasizes fire safety maintenance and clear communication to the masses.

Getting out alive. [DVD] Idea Bank ; 1995. 15 min.
Abstract: This is a guide to constructing an evacuation plan and readying employees for the unexpected. Excellent graphics and imaging provide practical ideas for escape and rescue ease. The focus is less on fire prevention, but more on allocating employee responsibility for actions taken once a fire has started.

Fire...in the workplace [DVD]. Idea Bank ; 1994. 25 min.
Abstract: A cause and effect approach to fire prevention aimed toward all businesses. The video is relatively statistics-oriented, starting at the basics of fire causes: electrical mishaps, arson, and cigarette smoking. It presents a few past examples of fire fatalities in conjunction with workplace misconceptions of fire behavior. The video ends with several ideas businesses can use to prevent fires, emphasizing a familiarization with the workplace.
Children & Young Adults  (see also “Juvenile Firesetters” and “School”)

Notes: Suitable for families and children kindergarten through grade 6.
Abstract: "A delightful mix of live footage and clever animation, NFPA®'s Sparky and the Runaway Robot! DVD tells the story of the madcap adventures of a Safe-T-Bot who short circuits, races out of the fire station, and becomes an uninvited "guest" at the home of a family getting ready for a birthday party. While the robot runs through the house interrupting the preparations with Sparky the Fire Dog® in hot pursuit, vital lessons are delivered involving: Smoke alarms; Cooking safety; Matches and lighters; Candle safety; Sprinklers; Escape planning; and more."

NEW!  Fire monsters.  [DVD] Lolo Productions; 2007; 40 min.
Notes: Suitable for children ages 6-10
Abstract: "Grab your fire helmets and learn how to rappel, handle a hose, and open a fire hydrant. Learn the difference between a pumper and an aerial ladder truck, and more!"

Notes: Suitable for younger children
Abstract: "Join SeeMore and his friends as they learn about fire safety. Features puppets and music as a way for pre-schoolers to learn in an engaging and entertaining way. Includes another adventure [dental visits] and bonus music videos [on other health and safety topics]."

Includes: Lots and Lots of Fire Trucks; Call 911; Fireman Jims Safety Tips; Stop, Drop And Roll; Your Home Safety Plan; Its An Emergency; Heroes Brave And Tall; Great Big Fire Trucks; Fire Trucks In Action

Call 811 before you dig.  [DVD] Common Ground Alliance; 2010; 7 min.; Accompanied by teacher's resource guide.  For children ages 8-11.  May also be watched online or downloaded.
Using a treasure map as a guide, Michael and Jenny learn about calling 811 before digging, and the importance of underground utilities

Contents: Information for educators; teaching outline; slide by slide presentation guide; 51-slide PowerPoint presentation; kitchen hazard activity worksheets; student knowledge quiz; teacher feedback form.  "What's Cooking: for Teens!" is an interactive presentation intended to be delivered by fire service educators. It focuses on the leading causes of kitchen fires and also includes important information about smoke alarms and home fire escape planning." Includes 2 video clips,"No Time to Spare" (3 min.) and "Putting Water on Grease" (18 seconds), a PowerPoint presentation, and 9 PDF files of worksheets and other teaching materials and presentation aids.

Wild about safety with Timon and Pumbaa: safety smart about fire.  [DVD] Disney Educational Productions; 2009; 12 min.; Animated, close-captioned.  Grades K - 3.  Languages: English, Spanish, Castillian, Chinese, Danish, French, German, Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Kannada, Korean, Marathi, Portuguese, Spanish,Tamil.  "'Get down, get out and stay out!' That's just one of the lessons Timon and Pumbaa share to help students understand what to do in a fire emergency. From smoke alarms, fire escape plans and preventative measures such as not playing with matches, Timon and Pumbaa review their Safety Smart® Checklist full of valuable and life-saving fire safety information." This Classroom Edition DVD includes exclusive educational bonus features, Public Performance Rights for classroom/educational use only, and a printable educator's guide.

Safety smart science.  [DVD] Disney Educational Productions; 2009; 25 min.
Notes: Close-captioned.  Grades 4 - 8.  Languages: English and Spanish
"Bill Nye the Science Guy ignites learning as he shows students how to be Safety Smart around fire. By explaining the science of fire, including the roles heat, fuel and oxygen play, Bill demonstrates how knowledge and awareness provide the opportunities to learn and practice safe behaviors."

There's no such thing as a false alarm. Volume 1:  for middle school & high school students.  [DVD] The Idea Bank; 2009; 6 min.; Accompanied by literature.
Notes: Literature and DVD; All except teacher guides and evaluation forms are in both English and Spanish.
Abstract: DVD includes lessons on burn prevention and fire safety, recognizing the sound of a smoke alarm, home escape plans and family fire drills. Print materials include packet of HSC brochures, children's activities and lesson plans, teacher's guide, poster and evaluation form.

Abstract: For pre-schoolers. DVD includes 5 presentations on community fire education in general and specifically on using the "Start Safe" program. Accompanied by teacher's guide (8p.)

Safe kids care [music CD]; Capital Region SAFE KIDS Coalition; [2008?] approx. 18 min.
Notes: CD liner notes include lyrics
Abstract: 16 songs about fire and accident prevention for kids, with vocals and musical accompaniment.

Notes: For grades pre-K to 3.
Abstract: "Children will learn the importance of dialing 911 in this award-winning, live-action program. The program follows Firefighter George as he prepares a class at the Atlanta New Century School to handle an emergency and dial 911. Viewers will learn how to handle a variety of situations, including a house with smoke coming out of it, a child in the water in trouble, a parent unconscious on the ground, a burglar trying to break into a house and more."

The chemistry of fire [DVD]. Society of Fire Protection Engineers/Discovery Education; 2007. 35 min. total run time.
Abstract: "...Geared to high school chemistry students. It will teach students the science behind fire as a way for students to fully understand the dangers of fire. As a result, it will increase the awareness of fire and the importance of home fire prevention."

Sarah's story [DVD]. ResponderSafety.com; 2006. 18 min.
Notes: Distributed in cooperation with http://www.respondersafety.com
Abstract: "The first public education DVD produced to inform the motoring public about the dangers associated with traveling through a highway incident scene. Produced by the Monroe Michigan Intermediate School District and the Monroe Court System, this real life story vividly describes how lives were tragically changed when a teenage driver violated the Michigan Move Over Law. This 18 minute offering is free and should be ordered by agencies and public safety educators. The program is aimed toward teenage drivers but is appropriate for motor vehicle operators of all ages."

Safety awareness [DVD]. Schlessinger Media; 2005. 23 min.
Notes: Grades K - 4. Includes optional Spanish language track and close-captioning
Abstract: "Do you wear a seatbelt in the car? Always don a helmet to go biking? Then you're off to a great start following safety rules -- an important responsibility! From avoiding chemicals in household products, to using electricity safely, to planning for fire safety, Safety Awareness provides students with tips for basic safety practices in all kinds of situations. Young viewers take a look at the role of the 911 dispatcher in an emergency and are reminded when to dial the number for help. Kids model important safety gear for all of your favorite sports, and viewers learn rules for special situations like being home alone. When you follow the safety rules, you're choosing to keep yourself -- and everyone around you -- as safe as possible! Part of the multivolume Health for Children DVD Series. A teacher's guide is included and available online."

Donald's fire safety hits [DVD]. Disney Educational Productions; 2005. 28 min.
Notes: Close-captioned; Spanish language track available. Grades K - 4
Abstract: "Donald Duck teaches children basic fire safety and prevention tips in two live-action/animated programs. In Donald's Fire Survival Plan, Donald and his nephews outline techniques for preventing or surviving a fire in the home. The program stresses the need for prevention and presents the "stop, drop and roll" life-saving technique. Then, two students match wits and fire safety knowledge on a comical quiz show hosted by Donald Duck in Donald's Fire Drill. As the contestants
compete, Donald demonstrates the correct answers while teaching children essential information about alarms, fire hazards, evacuation techniques, fire prevention and more.

Code Red Rover, grownup come over! Safety Rangers say no to dangers! Home Safety Council; 2004. 22 min. total
Notes: Includes Spanish and English versions (11 min. each) and packet of curriculum materials (stickers, Weekly Reader supplement and activity booklet)
Abstract: Rover, the Home Safety Hound, along with Freddie Flashlight, are the animated "hosts" of this video. They help children learn important safety lessons, presented in live action, by taking viewers to the home of a family and making smart safety choices.

Abstract: An animated interactive fire safety game for children ages 3 to 10. This game teaches children how to make their way out of their home safely when the smoke alarm sounds

Sesame Street: Elmo visits the firehouse. [DVD] Sesame Workshop; Sony Wonder; 2002; 45 min; "After a fire on Sesame Street gives Elmo a scare, he and Marie visit a real New York City firehouse. Finding out about all the protective clothes firefighters wear and practicing how to "Get Low and Go" helps Elmo feel safe again. And he even gets to slide down a real fire pole! Then a special Elmo's World all about firefighters helps kids understand much more about what to do if there is a fire. Includes a bonus Hero Guy segment!" Includes musical and animated segments, plus a bonus installment of "Elmo's World."

Stop, drop and roll [DVD]. Spoken Arts; 2001. 12 min.
Notes: Grades K to 3
Abstract: "This iconographic presentation of the book by Margary Cuyler features an introduction by the author and illustrations by Arthur Howard. A nervous young girl named Jessica begins to worry about learning all about fire safety. But Jessica soon learns that knowing what to do in an emergency is the only way to control her fire safety fears."

Notes: 16-minute audio CD, accompanied by approx. 18 pages of teaching materials (lesson plans, song lyrics and coloring pages). Others may be downloaded from http://goforsafety.com/lessons2.html
Abstract: "Designed to help elementary school children learn firesafe behavior in the home"

In an instant: fire injury prevention [DVD]. Pyramid Media; 2000. Total runtime 39 min. Includes a long version (29 min.) plus short version (10 min., for younger audiences or when viewing time is limited.
Notes: For middle school grades through adult.
Abstract: "This powerful video takes you inside the trauma burn unit of a major medical center where doctors, nurses, and therapists work to save and treat victims of burn injuries. These medical experts describe the procedures they perform to keep their patients alive, beginning the long road to recovery from painful, and often preventable, burn injuries. Fire injury is one of the most debilitating and painful experiences a person can endure, and the effects of a severe burn can last a lifetime. Every year, thousands of children are injured or killed in such accidents. In an Instant presents an unflinching look at several young burn survivors as they describe the painful process of healing, treatment, and therapy, and learn how one simple mistake can lead to a lifetime of pain, disability and disfigurement."

Fire is... [DVD]. Edit on Hudson; 2000. Approx. 100 min. total.
Abstract: With Dr. Frank Field. "Comprised of five 20 minute teaching modules entitled: Fire Is Black, Fire is Hot, Fire is Fast, Fire is Smoke & Gas and Fire is Emergency. FIRE IS... employs a straight-talking realistic approach to teaching fire safety. It is a serious educational tool for parents, teachers and fire administrators that uses footage contributed from 30 television stations across the U.S. of actual fires, real firefighters and victims, without the use of actors."

Notes: Grades K to 2
Abstract: "Children will find out where to turn in different emergency situations in this live-action program, hosted by Slim Goodbody. The program visits a fire house to learn about fire safety, including why to "get out and stay out!" and how to "stop, drop and roll." Viewers will travel to a 911 headquarters to explore what happens when a call comes in, ride along with EMTs in an ambulance and meet Sargent Judy from the police department to find out what to do if they get lost."

Notes: Vol.1 of the Carmen Sense Life Safety Series. Accompanied by booklet
Abstract: "Ages 4 and up"
Abstract: Includes: knowing what parents look for in a sitter; marketing yourself and what to charge; learning first aid, including Heimlich Maneuver & CPR; understanding the likes and dislikes of children; troubleshooting the most common problems and solutions; answers to the most frequently asked babysitting questions.

**Detectors (Smoke, Carbon Monoxide, Heat)**

Notes: "Suitable for all ages."
Abstract: "NFPA®'s clever new DVD mixes live footage and animation in a reality TV show format to make the case for smoke alarms. The action unfolds during an episode of the "Fire Drill Show" in which Firefighter Jeff, the Drill Sergeant -- assisted by his animated Smoke Alarm Squad -- pays a visit to the Johnson family for a surprise fire safety and smoke alarm inspection and makeover. Smoke Alarms: A sound you can live with! features a high-energy array of quizzes, family challenges, PSAs, plus a fire drill to offer a solid overview of fire safety, smoke alarm, and escape planning fundamentals including: How to handle nuisance alarms in the kitchen; The difference between photoelectric and ionization smoke alarms; Common fire hazards involving heaters, smoking, and cooking; When to replace smoke alarms; Where and how to install alarms; Interconnected smoke alarms; Alarm testing and maintenance; How to make and practice a fire escape plan."

Carbon monoxide: the invisible killer. [DVD] NFPA; National Fire Protection Assn.; 2008; 13 min.; For adults and children grades 6+. Every year in the U.S., fire departments respond to more than 50,000 incidents of carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning, approximately 15,000 people are sent to hospital emergency rooms because of it, and more than 500 people die due to unintentional injuries involving CO. Make sure residents in your community understand the hazards—and can recognize the warning signs— with NFPA's Carbon Monoxide: Invisible Killer video. This all-new home safety video is filled with essential knowledge about CO dangers. Filmed in the style of a TV 'how-to' program, this video uses live action scenes and thought-provoking commentary to deliver critical facts about carbon monoxide exposure—and how to drastically reduce the risk of injury or death from exposure to this dangerous gas. Viewers will learn: Potential sources of CO in the home and exactly how and why the gas is produced; warning signs of CO poisoning, including shortness of breath, dizziness, and flu-like symptoms; basic procedures for prevention, detection, and fast response to incidents of oxygen deprivation (anoxia) caused by the presence of CO; how to correctly install and maintain the various types of CO equipment available to consumers; what to do if the CO alarm sounds (immediately move to a fresh air location and call for help)

**Elderly Persons (see also “Special Occupancies”)**

At our age: with Tom Bosley. Seniors preventing fires and falls. [DVD] National Fire Protection Association; 2009; 17 min.; Accompanied by 21-page presenter's guide
"Fire service professionals recognize the elevated risks faced by older adults, and NFPA's innovative video starring Tom Bosley helps you deliver solutions to the community. Now there's a way to teach seniors practical strategies for avoiding fires and falls—leading causes of preventable injuries for seniors. 'I'll bet you know someone who's had a fire at home or been injured in a fall, I do. Almost everyone our age does,' says Bosley, an octogenarian himself. His engaging delivery makes it clear that a few basic precautions can reduce hazards and prevent injuries and fatalities..."

**Electrical Hazards**

When vehicles contact power lines: stay inside, stay safe [DVD]. National Grid; 2009. 10 min.
Abstract: Public education program
Evacuation & Escape Drills

Abstract: Appears to be virtually identical to the "High Rise" version. Covers common fire hazards, fire prevention, fire detection, facing the fire, extinguishing the fire, fire wardens, and evacuation

Abstract: This informational video demonstrates the fire dangers and emergencies we encounter in multi-story buildings. The video provides a guide to create a fire safety plan and evacuation route.

Abstract: The fatal fire referred to occurred at a Canadian military base. Built-up layers of interior paint is suspected to have contributed to extremely rapid fire spread, with flashover occurring in three minutes. A five-year-old boy was killed in the fire. "The No Time to Spare DVD is a resource to help fire departments raise awareness of these critical life safety issues in their communities. It includes footage of a fatal fire re-creation to emphasize how little time people have to escape a home fire and the importance of fire prevention, detection and escape. Since its initial release, No Time to Spare has become one of the OFM’s most popular educational resources. No Time to Spare has recently been updated and includes: a new narrator; new video footage and graphics to further explain and enhance fire safety messages; current requirements for smoke alarms in dwelling units; high definition video to enhance the quality of the DVD; and information about residential sprinklers. The DVD contains three different versions from which fire and life safety educators can choose, depending on their needs and circumstances: a version that includes the fatal fire re-creation only; a version that includes an introduction, commentary and the fatal fire recreation; and a version that includes the fatal fire re-creation and information about what people need to do to ensure their home is safe from fire (fire prevention, detection and escape).…Includes this guide and a lesson plan to provide educators with suggestions on how best to use the DVD when conducting fire safety presentations to the public."

Abstract: "Do you or your family have an exit strategy in case of a fire in your home? Do you practice regular fire drills? If a fire were to break out in your home, would you know what to do? What about your children? You may think you’d know what to do during a fire, but things can be completely different once reality hits. This instructional video -- produced in cooperation with the City of Rochester Fire Department, Prevention 1st Foundation, Inc., and Monroe County -- was created to teach you and your family about the importance of planning ahead, having an exit plan, and practicing regular fire drills in your home…"

Public assembly fire safety. Idea Bank ; 1996. 15 min.
Abstract: This video presents a team approach to ease the evacuation of a large number of people in a fire. The video stresses the positive impact of employer/employee leadership among customers in order to prevent panic. It also emphasizes fire safety maintenance and clear communication to the masses.

Getting out alive. Idea Bank ; 1995. 15 min.
Abstract: This is a guide to constructing an evacuation plan and readying employees for the unexpected. Excellent graphics and imaging provide practical ideas for escape and rescue ease. The focus is less on fire prevention, but more on allocating employee responsibility for actions taken once a fire has started.

Fire...in the workplace [DVD]. Idea Bank ; 1994. 25 min.
Abstract: A cause and effect approach to fire prevention aimed toward all businesses. The video is relatively statistics-oriented, starting at the basics of fire causes: electrical mishaps, arson, and cigarette smoking. It presents a few past examples of fire fatalities in conjunction with workplace misconceptions of fire behavior. The video ends with several ideas businesses can use to prevent fires, emphasizing a familiarization with the workplace.

Extinguisher Use (for the general public or industry)

Fire safety. [DVD] Capstone Technology/Convergence; 2008; 23 Minutes (14 min. video + 9 min. test); "Be prepared to keep yourself and your team safe in the event of a fire. This computer-based training module covers the nature of fire, preventative and protective measures, fire sprinklers, smoke detectors, alarms, extinguishers, evacuation, and the stop-drop and roll technique. Fire classifications and basic fire extinguisher use is also discussed." Designed to meet OSHA training objectives under CFR 29 1910 subpart L.
Fire extinguisher safety. Capstone Technology/Convergence; 2008; 14 Minutes (9 min. video + 5 min. test); "We see them hanging on the wall every day but most people know very little about fire extinguishers. Use this DVD or computer-based training module to educate your team on the fire triangle, the types of fires that can occur in the workplace, and how and when to use a fire extinguisher. This course also describes when to evacuate and provides some proper maintenance tips for fire extinguishers." Designed to meet OSHA training objectives under CFR 29 1910 subpart L.

Fire extinguisher safety. The Idea Bank; 1997. 10 min.
Notes: Accompanied by guide (5p.)
Abstract: Using the workplace as a setting, this video discusses these four topics: Fire extinguisher location, the four different types of extinguishers, proper use of an extinguisher, and workplace fire prevention. Procedure and technique are demonstrated and the different classes of fires are addressed.

**Forest & Wildland Fire Hazards**

How small and volunteer fire departments in wildfire-prone areas can learn to effectively protect their communities even with limited resources. This DVD highlights the work and outreach of three local fire departments whose ongoing relationship with their residents allowed them to implement creative ways to reduce the risk of wildfire damage to their communities. The DVD discusses the benefits of Fire Adapted Communities®, Firewise® and Ready, Set, Go programs!

Abstract: "Is evacuation always the safest means to protect lives in a wildfire? NFPA's informative DVD set provides material to initiate discussions among residents and local authorities and to explore alternatives to evacuation and other appropriate responses to protect residents in the path of a wildfire."

Abstract: Includes interactive resource guide and workshop materials disks

**Handicapped Persons** (see also “Special Occupancies”)  
Abstract: Presented in American Sign Language for people who are deaf and as a social etiquette guide for fire department personnel working with people with disabilities. English language voice over for Susan Nelson and Kristina Hakey, the ASL signers/actors, with open captioning, and the option for no captioning.

**History, Documentaries, etc.**

The Triangle Factory fire scandal. [DVD] Freeman, Paul; Direct Source Special Products; 1979; 100 min.

Engineering disasters: over 40 of history's biggest engineering catastrophes [DVD]. History Channel / A&E Television Network; 2008. 5 DVD disks, approx. 14 hours total runtime (Modern Marvels Series).
Abstract: Includes (among other incidents): the Las Vegas MGM Grand Hotel fire; Piper Alpha offshore oil rig fire; Centralia (PA) underground coal mine fire; explosion of the Henderson (NV) PEPCON jet-fuel plant; Union Carbide explosion in Bhopal, India; Kansas City Hyatt Skywalk collapse; 1944 gas cloud explosion in Cleveland; Texas A&M bonfire collapse; 1987 Schoharie Creek (NY) Bridge failure; Westwego (LA) grain elevator explosion; Hutchinson (KS) structure fires and explosions in 2001; 1983 tanker explosion in San Francisco Bay; collapse of World Trade Center Building #7; Boston's Cocoanut Grove nightclub fire; oil tanker explosion; Alpine tunnel fire; Mississippi riverboat boiler explosion; Guadalajara (Mexico) street explosions; explosion in the Sunjiwan coal mine (China); BP oil refinery explosions in Texas City (TX); Praxair gas company fire; how Hurricane Katrina devastated New Orleans.
Industrial

Notes: CD includes English and Spanish versions of a leader's guide, quiz & answer key, manual, and PowerPoint presentation. Accompanied by 10 copies of a student guide. Laminated poster available on request.

Notes: CD includes English and Spanish versions of a leader's guide, quiz & answer key, manual, and PowerPoint presentation. Accompanied by 10 copies of a student guide. Laminated poster available on request.

Notes: CD includes English and Spanish versions of a leader's guide, quiz & answer key, manual, and PowerPoint presentation. Accompanied by 10 copies of a student guide. Laminated poster available on request.

Hazard communication. [DVD] Capstone Technology/Convergence; 2008; 16 Minutes (10 min. video + 6 min. test); "Get a better understanding of the importance of container labeling for a safer workplace. This computer-based training module discusses OSHA’s Hazard Communication Standard (HCS) and the requirements for a written Hazard Communication Program (HCP). Learn about the four factors of chemical exposure and additional topics such as workplace chemicals, chemical exposure, chemical labeling, Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), and methods of controlling physical and health hazards." Designed to meet OSHA training objectives under 29 CFR 1910.1200.

Lockout tagout. [DVD] Capstone Technology/Convergence; 2008; 18 Minutes (11 min. video + 7 min. test); "Don't count on luck, count on the lock. Protect yourself and your team from unintentional exposure to all types of hidden energy with this computer-based training module that describes hazardous energy types and energy control procedures, including preparation, shutdown, isolation, lockout, stored energy check, verification, and release of lockout. Additional topics include lockout hardware and administration of an Energy Control Program (ECP)." Designed to meet OSHA training objectives under 29 CFR 1910.147

JeopEARdy: hearing conservation game for employee training: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Glenn Research Center; 2004. 1 CD-rom.
Abstract: "JeopEARdy is an interactive multimedia training resource that supports effective education in occupational hearing conservation programs. JeopEARdy consists of a Microsoft© PowerPoint© file (accompanied by additional linked files containing sounds, videos, and other resources) that can be used as a unique interactive "game" by hearing conservationists. This resource may be used either in its basic ("ready-to-use") form, or it can be customized to meet specific needs of the audience and instructor (with periodic updates to remain current with policy and program changes). JeopEARdy was created by the NASA Glenn Research Center Acoustical Testing Laboratory, in collaboration with the NASA Johnson Space Center Audiology and Hearing Conservation Clinic, and is distributed for public use by hearing conservationists."
Juvenile Firesetters

To Hell and back: community awareness + juvenile firesetters. [DVD] VideoIndiana, Inc.; People's Burn Foundation; 2008. Contains graphic footage of burn injuries; preview before showing to an audience. May only be viewed with the presence/guidance of a juvenile firesetter interventionist or fire service representative. Compilation of 3 programs. DVD includes: "Community Awareness" (3:43, designed to teach high school and adult audiences about the reality of severe burn injuries); "Juvenile Firesetters" (3:21, for juvenile firesetters age 7-9 accompanied by parent/caregiver or age 10 without, designed to teach Juvenile Firesetters about the reality of severe burn injuries); "Prevention Tips" (2:09). Supplemental teaching materials available to registered users at http://www.peoplesburnfoundation.org/tohellandback

Family focus: a new juvenile firesetting DVD. [DVD] The Idea Bank; 2008; 60 min.; Accompanied by 32-page teaching materials booklet.
Abstract: "This program explores the best ways for families to address the problem of juvenile firesetting successfully. Include segments (some in Spanish) for parents, caregivers and kids features personal accounts by families who have been affected by firesetting. These life stories are vivid teaching tools that reveal the full impact and consequences of fire. Nationally recognized leaders share ideas and resources drawn from successful intervention programs. This interactive DVD is designed to be used with family members of all ages and is a teaching tool for both adults and children who've been affected by firesetting."

People's Burn Foundation. To Hell and back: community awareness... [DVD]. People's Burn Foundation; 2007. With brochure.
Notes: Contains graphic footage of burn injuries; preview before showing to an audience
Abstract: "...A community prevention program for firefighters to use with adults, high school students and juvenile firesetter audiences..."

Making good choices about fire safety [DVD]. The Idea Bank; 2006.
Notes: Accompanied by literature.
Abstract: "Third program in The Idea Bank's series on juvenile firesetting. This DVD features kids talking to kids. Two are burn survivors, three have set fires themselves, four are learning about the importance of fire safety, and all have a message to share. This 12-minute DVD is a terrific teaching tool to use with kids in 4th, 5th, and 6th grades..." From booklet's table of contents: Vocabulary exercise; Crossword puzzle (2 p.); Home fire safety survey form; Escape plan guidelines (3 p.); Certificate of completion; "Being responsible"exercise; DVD points of discussion (2 p.); Sheet music & lyrics for "Escape plans"; Sheet music & lyrics for "Matches and Lighters"; Home fire safety checklist exercise; Juvenile firesetter resource guide; Tips for producing your own DVD (3 p.)

Schools & Colleges

To Hell and back: college fire survival. [DVD] VideoIndiana, Inc.; People's Burn Foundation; 2008; 24 min.; DVD Additional information available at www.igot2kno.org
To Hell and Back College Fire Survival is designed to teach college students about fire safety and burn prevention. Supplemental training materials available online.

Campus fire safety: a video library [DVD]. Campus Firewatch/Center for Campus Fire Safety; 2004.
Abstract: "This DVD provides a library of campus fire safety videos that have been produced by colleges, universities and other organizations from across the country. This 'toolbox' of material is designed to help the campus fire safety professional in delivering effective programs to students, both on- and off-campus." Includes: Graduation: Fatally Denied (the story of a fatal fire, shot entirely through the eyes of a fictional student); The Dana Christmas Story (account by the Resident Assistant at Seton Hall University who alerted the residents on her floor, saving them from the fire that killed 3 freshmen); Living With Fire at UMass (life safety officials burn a mockup of a student room before a large audience of students); Student Burn Room
(chronicles the development of the preceding student demonstration burn); Best Line of Defense (by Champaign IL FD on the role sprinklers should play in any campus fire safety program); Ready to Respond (by the Champaign IL FD, provides information about available technology and preventive measures that can be used to lower the incidence of fire and fire casualties on college campuses); Get Out and Stay Alive (designed to educate college students about the importance of day-to-day fire safety and prevention measures in residence halls and off-campus housing); Campus Fire Safety 101 (fire tests produced by NIST show fires in sprinklered vs unsprinklered residence hall rooms, graphically demonstrating the effectiveness of sprinklers in controlling a fire); Campus Fire Safety 101 (UL produced a video news release that included Dana Christmas, Ed Comeau and UL spokespeople with a series of video clips and information useful in a campus fire safety promotional campaign)

Flashover II [CD-rom mpg video file]. National Institute of Standards and Technology; 2002. 9 min.
Notes: This footage is the same as on "College Dormitory Room Fires, March 2002" which we have on VHS videotape. Also called "Dorm sprink/unsprink: sprinklered and non-sprinklered college dormitory room fires" in some publications.
Abstract: "BFRL has compiled a nine-minute video of fires in two college dormitory rooms, one equipped with sprinklers and the other without sprinklers. Small fires were ignited in a wastebasket between the desk and bed in each of the two fully-furnished dormitory rooms. In the sprinklered room, the fire grew until sprinkler activation which occurred in less than two minutes. For the unsprinklered room, the fire continued to grow until it flashed-over the room in less than five and a half minutes. The video also includes pre-fire and post-fire photographs which can be used to compare the damage…"

Special Occupancies

Office building fire safety: high rise. [DVD] Vocam ; 2007; 14 min.; Appears to be virtually identical to the "Low Rise" version. Covers common fire hazards, fire prevention, fire detection, facing the fire, extinguishing the fire, floor wardens, and evacuation.

Office building fire safety: low rise. [DVD] Vocam ; 2007; 14 min.; Appears to be virtually identical to the "High Rise" version. Covers common fire hazards, fire prevention, fire detection, facing the fire, extinguishing the fire, fire wardens, and evacuation.

Abstract: This informational video demonstrates the fire dangers and emergencies we encounter in multi-story buildings. The video provides a guide to create a fire safety plan and evacuation route.

Manufactured home fire safety. The Idea Bank; 2003. 17 min.
Notes: Accompanied by guide.
Abstract: This program shows manufactured homeowners how to make their home more fire safe, specific ways to prepare for a fire emergency, and how to evacuate safely if a fire breaks out. More than 200 fire professionals throughout the United States and Canada contributed to the research for this program. Cover pre-fire planning and causes of fire in manufactured homes. English or Spanish language on the same DVD. Also includes review questions and safety information.

Assisted living facility emergency plan of action guide [DVD]. The Idea Bank; 2002. 12 min.
Notes: Accompanied by guide (15p.); video reference guide master set (review & discussion questions, emergency preparedness tips, approx. 8p.) Abstract: “…an ideal program to help train staff at assisted living facilities. Special segments cover: pre-emergency planning, how to recognize and remove fire hazards, how to conduct a fire exit drill, evacuation teamwork strategies, using fire extinguishers effectively and safely.”

Notes: Accompanied by guide (6p.) and booklet (27p.)
Abstract: Discusses employee attitude, evacuation techniques, team work in a fire emergency, and assisting people with disabilities.
Public assembly fire safety [DVD]. Idea Bank ; 1996. 15 min.
Abstract: This video presents a team approach to ease the evacuation of a large number of people in a fire. The video stresses the positive impact of employer/employee leadership among customers in order to prevent panic. It also emphasizes fire safety maintenance and clear communication to the masses.

**Sprinkler Systems**

Home fire sprinklers: a solution to America's fire problem. [DVD] Shapiro, Jeffrey M.; 2007; 100 min.; Available free for a limited time from http://www.ircfiresprinkler.org/resources.aspx

"This professionally produced 1-1/2 hour documentary presents factual information about residential fire sprinkler systems and uses interviews with builders, code officials, homeowners, legislators, sprinkler installers and others to convey first-hand experience from jurisdictions where these systems are being installed every day. The DVD includes information about how residential sprinkler systems work and addresses a variety of special topics, including installation costs, effective use of wells and other water supplies, and installation of systems in freezing climates. Narrated video of burn demonstrations and a variety of sprinkler system installations showing different piping materials and dedicated sprinkler systems versus multipurpose installations are presented."

Living with sprinklers: here are some answers to your questions [DVD]. Home Fire Sprinkler Coal.; n.d. approx. 10 min.
Notes: Program hosted by Ron Hazelton. Accompanied by laminated "Know Your Sprinkler System" hang-tag. Variant title: "Now that You're Living With Sprinklers..."
Abstract: See summary at http://www.homefiresprinkler.org/Build/BuildLWS.html

Notes: Accomp. by 7-page Executive Summary (also available at http://www.ul.com/regulators/redmond_fire_project.pdf )
Abstract: "On September 9, 2006 three live fire exercises were conducted on a home scheduled for demolition in Woodinville, WA. The Redmond Fire Department and the Woodinville Fire and Life Safety District conducted these exercises cooperatively. The primary goal for this project was to gather data to support the adoption of a local ordinance requiring sprinkler systems in all new residential occupancies. The live fire exercises compared the fire development and temperature rise characteristics of an unprotected typical living room and bedroom to identical rooms that included a single UL Listed concealed residential sprinkler installed in accordance with NFPA 13D, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in One- and Two-Family Dwellings and Manufactured Homes. This research consisted of a side-by-side simultaneous comparison of two living room fire scenarios, followed by two separate bedroom fire scenarios."

Saving lives through education: home fire sprinkler education kit. Your complete resource for community education and outreach. All key messages, all audiences, all you need.; Home Fire Sprinkler Coalition; 2007?
Notes: Summary and order form at http://www.homefiresprinkler.org/FS/PubEdKit.html
Abstract: Kit includes 4-page overview, 4-page list of educational materials, CD-rom (with various brochures, documents, guides and games) and DVD (with 6 video presentations and animations)

Marble Mountain sprinkler burn video [CD-rom]. Roseville, CA and OCFA. Approx. 10 min.
Abstract: Includes footage taken inside 2 identical structures - one protected by sprinklers and the other not - during live burn tests. Presents arguments for installing residential sprinklers

Protect what you value most kit [CD]. Home Fire Sprinkler Coalition.
Notes: Accompanied by campaign literature. Web link is to streaming media and print materials. Library also owns "Protect What You Value Most" on the "Build for Quality, Build for Value, Build for Life" DVD
Abstract: Kit includes: "Home Fire Timeline: a Comparison of Two House Fires" (video on CD, 7 min.); "Protect What You Value Most" (12 min. video. Ron Hazelton takes viewers on a walkthrough of two fire scenes - one protected by sprinklers and the other not); 5 brochures and guides

Build for quality, build for value, build for life [DVD]. Home Fire Sprinkler Coalition. 28 min. total.
Notes: Accompanied by campaign literature.
Abstract: "This video shows you how: residential fire sprinkler systems are designed and installed; trade-ups reduce construction costs and provide higher-value homes to your customers; fire sprinklers increase the marketability of new homes and enhance your reputation for quality construction" Includes "Built for Life" (builder video, 16:30) and "Protect What You Value Most" (homebuyer video, 11:40 min.)

**Wood stove, Heating Appliances, Fireplaces, Chimneys**

Firefighter knowledge. [DVD] Chimney Safe Productions, Inc.; 2010; 2- DVD set (total 83 min. runtime); Video 1 - Solid Fuel Appliances & Emergencies Basic Training: What the Firefighter Should Know (TRT: 59:00); Video 2 - Gas Combustion Appliances and Clothes Dryer Fires (TRT: 24:00)

Notes: Intended audience is fire service but portions may be used for public groups. Topics covered include: creosote accumulation; fireplace types; NFPA codes vs. local codes; safe operating guidelines; solid fuel appliances; common myths; combustible materials; dryer vent fires; proper maintenance; dangerous products; ignitable flue gases; wildlife & chimneys.

Notes: Website has all but the video clip. CD includes: fill-in-the-blank news release; fill-in-the-blank op/ed; fill-in-the-blank letter to the editor; PSA cartoon (one video clip in 2 formats); printable safety spots; heating safety print ads; easy-to-read messages; and other print resources in PDF.

Abstract: Heating equipment is one of the leading causes of home fires during winter months. stresses education & prevention.

See order form on next page, OR, order from our online catalog – it’s especially easy if you want materials for children. Click on VISUAL SEARCH, then to choose from VHS, DVD or even online videos!
To order from the Academy Library:
Borrowers within New York State* may use this form or call, fax or e-mail the appropriate information to:

Library
NYS Academy of Fire Science
600 College Avenue
Montour Falls, NY 14865
phone: 607-535-7136 ext.605
fax: 607-535-4841
e-mail: OFPC.Library@dhses.ny.gov

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>NOT needed after</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please be sure to list full title! We cannot guarantee you'll have requested items for specific show dates. Materials will usually be shipped as soon as we get your order IF they are in stock. The item you want may be out on loan or returned late. We'll supply what we can now and send the rest later unless you specify alternate choices. Limit is 5 total, please! Submit requests no more than three months in advance of show date. By submitting a loan request you agree to be responsible for returning materials safely to us, within 30 days. If you can’t ship them back on time via UPS, FedEx or insured US Mail, either make special arrangements with us in advance or don’t borrow them.

Your Name:
Street (not PO Box) Address:

City & ZIP: Phone:
Email (optional)
(Circle one) This address is my Home FD Business

*If you are contacting us from outside New York State, please have your library send us an interlibrary loan request. (Our lending symbol is “YTG”.)